ANNUAL REPORTS
Background
ANILCA established the Annual Reports as the way to bring regional subsistence uses and needs
to the Secretaries' attention. The Secretaries delegated this responsibility to the Board. Section
805(c) deference includes matters brought forward in the Annual Report.
The Annual Report provides the Councils an opportunity to address the directors of each of the
four Department of Interior agencies and the Department of Agriculture Forest Service in their
capacity as members of the Federal Subsistence Board. The Board is required to discuss and
reply to each issue in every Annual Report and to take action when within the Board’s authority.
In many cases, if the issue is outside of the Board’s authority, the Board will provide information
to the Council on how to contact personnel at the correct agency. As agency directors, the Board
members have authority to implement most of the actions which would effect the changes
recommended by the Councils, even those not covered in Section 805(c). The Councils are
strongly encouraged to take advantage of this opportunity.
Report Content
Both Title VIII Section 805 and 50 CFR §100.11 (Subpart B of the regulations) describe what
may be contained in an Annual Report from the councils to the Board. This description includes
issues that are not generally addressed by the normal regulatory process:





an identification of current and anticipated subsistence uses of fish and wildlife
populations within the region;
an evaluation of current and anticipated subsistence needs for fish and wildlife
populations from the public lands within the region;
a recommended strategy for the management of fish and wildlife populations within the
region to accommodate such subsistence uses and needs related to the public lands; and
recommendations concerning policies, standards, guidelines, and regulations to
implement the strategy.

Please avoid filler or fluff language that does not specifically raise an issue of concern or
information to the Board.
Report Clarity
In order for the Board to adequately respond to each Council’s annual report, it is important for
the annual report itself to state issues clearly.



If addressing an existing Board policy, Councils should please state whether there is
something unclear about the policy, if there is uncertainty about the reason for the policy,
or if the Council needs information on how the policy is applied.
Council members should discuss in detail at Council meetings the issues for the annual
report and assist the Council Coordinator in understanding and stating the issues clearly.



Council Coordinators and OSM staff should assist the Council members during the
meeting in ensuring that the issue is stated clearly.

Thus, if the Councils can be clear about their issues of concern and ensure that the Council
Coordinator is relaying them sufficiently, then the Board and OSM staff will endeavor to provide
as concise and responsive of a reply as is possible.
Report Format
While no particular format is necessary for the Annual Reports, the report must clearly state the
following for each item the Council wants the Board to address:
1. Numbering of the issues,
2. A description of each issue,
3. Whether the Council seeks Board action on the matter and, if so, what action the Council
recommends, and
4. As much evidence or explanation as necessary to support the Council’s request or
statements relating to the item of interest.

